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Reconfigurable Antenna Parameters with the Change in the Position of Switches
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ABSTRACT: In this paper the reconfigurable dual band micro strip patch antenna with resonant frequencies 1102MHz and
912MHz is analyzed with the change in position of internal two switches which are connecting the four antenna patches. It
is showed that reconfigurable antenna changes the basic parameters with the change in the position of the switches which
are being used to connect the antenna structure. A micro strip patch antenna of dimension (width 100mm, length 100mm and
height 30.4mm) is designed. The dual frequency band reconfigurable antenna is achieved by using two copper tapes for
connecting the antenna internal elements. The reconfigurable antenna consists of a FR4 substrate containing the four
copper annealed patches which are connected by two copper switches. The software CST MW studio is used for simulation.
The results show the variation of the re-configurability of the antenna with the change of position of the internal switches of
the reconfigurable antenna. The change in the antenna parameters like Return loss, resonant frequency, bandwidth and
directivity are described for both frequency bands. With the change in the position of the switches of reconfigurable antenna
the return loss is improved, resonant frequency is being changed, Bandwidth of the antenna is changed and the radiation
pattern remains same. The idea to change the basic parameters of the reconfigurable antenna by only changing the position
of the reconfigurable antenna switches can provide another simple approach to make an antenna reconfigurable in frequency
agility. The future work for researchers is recommended to use diode switches in the place of copper tapes. The position of the
switches is changed simultaneously and some more results can be extracted while changing the position of one switch and
keeping the position of second switch fixed.
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1. Introduction

The changes in the physical geometry of the antenna by any means that convert it reconfigurable antennas. The reconfigurable
antenna can change the polarization, operating frequency and the radiation patterns of the antenna. The reconfigurable antenna
has very effective use in multi communication system. in order to avoid interference by directing the nulls of antenna in the
direction of interference and subscribers can get noise free communication. For any communication system requirements or any
change in the communicating channels, the reconfigurable antennas is able to adjust the changes itself [1], [2]. Two or more fixed
antennas required for in communication system are replaced by a single reconfigurable antenna because the reconfigurable
antenna adjust itself with the change in its internal structure and no need of external system.

The reconfigurable antenna behaves in better results than a fixed antenna [3]. The reconfigurable antennas are getting popularity
because of its simple, easy and cost effective design and implementation.

In the past, many researches are working a lot to convert an antenna into reconfigurable antenna by applying many techniques
which are changing the antenna’s internal structure. One technique is to use the internal switches which connect/disconnect
the internal parts of the antenna. These switching components are PIN diodes [4], or photo conductive switches [5] which
reduces the losses of PIN diodes, packaged [6] or integrated [7], FETs and MEMs [8] to attach the internal parts of the antenna
to redistribute the current. These techniques showed that an antenna can operate in a multiband reconfigurable antenna by the
different positions of the switches. The antenna showing the frequency agility is achieved by switches 1and 2 [9], switching of
plasma [10]. A very good method to turn an antenna into reconfigurable is performed by variations in the of ground plane of the
antenna [11]. Switch feed and switched grouped techniques is used for antenna reconfigurable [12].

In this paper, a different approach is adopted where shift in the operating frequency of the dual band reconfigurable antenna is
observed when the position of switches is changed while keeping the materials and dimensions of the antenna unchanged. The
switches connect the internal elements of the reconfigurable antenna. The effects of antenna’s parameters like return loss,
resonant frequency, bandwidth and directivity of the dual band frequency reconfigurable antenna with the change in the
position of two coppers tapes switches which connect the four patches are described. The directivity of the both bands of the
reconfigurable antenna remains same against all the positions of the switches.

The work is classified as, in section-II the Antenna operating in a GSM frequency band is implemented which having the
omnidirectional radiation pattern. The section III presents the design of reconfigurable antenna by using switches S1 and S2.
Here four copper patches and two copper tapes which are used to connect the patches. A micro strip antenna is selected. The
micro strip patch antenna is preferred because it is simple in structure and, light weight in size for [13]. The section-IV describes
the simulation results of reconfigurable antenna by changing the switches positions. The antenna parameters like S11, Resonant
Frequency, Bandwidth and directivity are discussed. In section-IV conclusions are described and effects on the antenna
parameters when the switches position is changed while keeping the other constituent of antenna fixed.

2. Related Work & Single Band Antenna Design

                                                                    Figure 1. Antenna Structure (a) Top view (b) Side View
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In 2012, Leonardo Lizzi, Member, IEEE, Fabien Ferrero, Member, IEEE, Jean-Marc Ribero, and Robert Staraj designed a “Light
and Low-Profile GSM Omnidirectional Antenna” [14]. The operating band of this antenna is 890 MHz to 960 MHz with central
frequency 925 MHz The radiation pattern of this antenna is omnidirectional. The beauty of the antenna is it is light in weight.
Authors suggested the future work to convert it multiband antenna. The Antenna is implemented and enhanced by making it
reconfigurable where two bands of operating frequencies 912 MHz and 1102 MHz are achieved. In the designed antenna, there
are four patches of equal length and width “p” and one dipole of length “d1”. The two wires of diameter 1 mm are passes through
the structure. One wire connects the one arm of the dipole to SMA connector and other wire is connected with ground directly.
The antenna structure is presented in Fig. 1.

The antenna is implemented in CST by using the values of different parameters as given in Table 1.

                                    Parameters                   Value (mm)                      Parameters          Values (mm)

                                              l                                           100                       g                                   9

                                            d1                   71.5                       p                                  38.5

                                            d2                     2                                    h1                                   0.4

                                            d3                     5                                    h2                                   33

                                                                            Table 1.Gsm Antenna Parameters Values

                                  Eθ = 180°                                                                                                      Eϕ = 90°

                                                  Figure 2. Radiation pattern of maximum beam for single band antenna
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3. Multiband Reconfigurable Antenna Design

In order to make antenna reconfigurable the two copper tapes are used to connect the four patches. The width of each copper
tape switch is 1 mm and placed between the of the patches. The copper tapes switches are represented by S1 and S2 as shown
in Fig. 3.

                                                         Figure 3. Geometry of Reconfigurable Dual Band Antenna

The designed single band Antenna is operating with two frequency bands when one of the switches S1 and S2 is connected with
the patches. The Fig. 4 shows the return loss for both of the frequency bands. The return loss of the first frequency band is good
than that of the second frequency band.

In Fig. 5, the S11 parameters are described where two frequency bands are shown at central frequencies 912 MHz and 1102 MHz
when both switches S1 and S2 are connected with the patches. The return loss of second band is better in this case.

                                                      Figure 4. S11 Parameters (One of switches S1 and S2 is ON)
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                                                                           Figure 5. S11 Parameters (S1=ON, S2=ON)

4. Simulation Results of Dual Band Antenna For Change In The Position of Switches

The dual frequency band antenna is designed and simulated using the CST MW Studio from frequency range 0.5 GHz to 1.5
GHz. The second frequency band is achieved only when one of the both switches or both switches are connected with the
patches as shown in Fig. 3. The return loss for both frequency bands is better when both switches are connected. The effect on
the antenna parameters by the change in the position of the switches are studied when both switches are in contact.

4.1. First Frequency Band of Reconfigurable Antenna
The simulation results for 1st frequency band of reconfigurable antenna are presented in this section. From Fig. 6 it is clear that
as the switches move towards the center of the center of the dipole the return loss is getting improved accordingly.

1) Return Loss of the 1st Frequency Band

                                Figure 6. S11 Parameters (S1=ON, S2=ON) at different position of S1 and S2
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From Table 2, the return loss is varying from -19.67 to -15.52 when the both switches move away from the center of the dipole.
The return loss of the first frequency band is better for the switches position at 18.75mm from the center of the dipole. The return
loss can be varied by changing the switches position.

                                                       Position of S1 and S2 from
                                                        the center of dipole (mm)                                              S11

                                                                       18.75                                                                      -19.66811

                                                                       19.75                                                                      -19.042946

                                                                       20.75                                                                      -18.413954

                                                                       21.75                                                                      -18.092899

                                                                       22.75                                                                      -17.312957

                                                                       23.75                                                                      -16.796998

                                                                       25.75                                                                      -15.518912

                                                                       26.75                                                                      -15.1328

                                                         Table 2. Switches Position And Return Loss (1ST Frequency Band)

2) Resonant Frequency of 1st frequency Band: From the
Table III, in the first frequency band operational frequency is being changed with the change in the position of switches. The
resonant frequency varies from 910 MHz to 913 MHz as switches move away from the center of the dipole.

3) Bandwidth of 1st frequency Band
From the Table IV, for the first frequency band of the reconfigurable antenna the bandwidth is being changed with different
positions of the switches. The antenna bandwidth of the antenna can be designed to meet the requirement of any communication
system. The antenna bandwidth is 72.23MHz when the switches are at 18.75mm distance from the center of the dipole.

                               Position of S1 and S2 from the center of dipole (mm)  Resonant Frequency (MHz)

                                                                18.75                                                                 912

                                                                19.75                                                                 912

                                                                20.75                                                                 912

                                                                21.75                                                                 913

                                                                22.75                                                                 912

                                                                23.75                                                                 911

                                                                25.75                                                                 910

                                                                26.75                                                                 911

                                                           Table 3. Switches Position And Resonant Frequency
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                             Position of S1 and S2 from the center of dipole (mm)                          Bandwidth (MHz)

                                                                    18.75                                                                        72.237

                                                                    19.75                                                                        71.579

                                                                    20.75                                                                        71.025

                                                                    21.75                                                                        70.276

                                                                    22.75                                                                        68.635

                                                                    23.75                                                                        67.688

                                                                    25.75                                                                        65.541

                                                                    26.75                                                                        63.137

                                                          Table 4. Switches Position And Bandwidth (1st Frequency Band)

4) Directivity of 1st frequency Band
The directivity of  the antenna is very important parameters. From the directivity it can be seen that how much antenna power
is being radiated in any particular direction. From Table V, it is clear  that the value of directivity remains same for first frequency
band of reconfigurable antenna where ever the both switches are placed between the patches at equal distance from the center
of the dipole. Fig 7 is showing the polar graph of the directivity against at the different positions of the switches.

                                         Figure 7. Directivity values at different position of S1 and S2 (1st Band)
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                                       Figure 8. S11 Parameters (S1=ON, S2=ON) at different position of S1 and S2

                                                  Position of S1 and S2
                                          from the center of dipole (mm)                                  Directivity (dBi)

                                                             18.75                                                             1.575

                                                             19.75                                                             1.576

                                                             20.75                                                             1.577

                                                             21.75                                                             1.58

                                                             22.75                                                              1.58

                                                             23.75                                                              1.58

                                                             25.75                                                             1.577

                                                             26.75                                                              1.575

                                                    Table 5. Position of switches and Directivity (1st Frequency Band)

4.2 Second Frequency Band of Reconfigurable Antenna
In this section, the simulation results of 2nd frequency band are described.

1) Return Loss of the 2nd Frequency Band
From Fig. 8, the return loss of the 2nd frequency band of the reconfigurable antenna is better than that of the first frequency
band as shown in Fig. 6. The return loss of the 2nd band of the antenna is improving further if the position of switches is near
to the center of the dipole.
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The Table 6, shows that return loss of the second frequency band is -20.12 when the switches are at distance of 19.75mm from
the center of the dipole. S11 parameter is improved with placing of switches between the patches.

                                                      Position of S1 and S2
                                                from the center of dipole (mm)                                          S11

                                                                     19.75                                                        -20.125903

                                                                     20.75                                                        -17.602658

                                                                     21.75                                                        -16.071021

                                                                     22.75                                                        -14.689099

                                                                     25.75                                                        -11.77686

                                                                     26.75                                                        -11.15413

                                                                     27.75                                                        -10.91411

                                                                     28.75                                                        -10.750713

                                                      Table 6. Switches Position And Return Loss (2nd Frequency Band)

2) Resonant Frequency of 2nd frequency Band
From the Table 7, in the second frequency band operational frequency is being changed with the change in the position of
switches. The resonant frequency varies from 1.077MHz to 1.1691MHz as switches move away from the center of the dipole.

                                                   Position of S1 and S2
                                          from the center of dipole (mm)                                               Resonant Frequency (MHz)

                                                                19.75                                                       1.077

                                                                20.75                                                       1.085

                                                                21.75                                                       1.0925

                                                                22.75                                                       1.102

                                                                25.75                                                       1.131

                                                                26.75                                                       1.149

                                                                27.75                                                       1.1606

                                                                28.75                                                       1.1691

                                                             Table 7. Switches Position And Resonant Frequency (2nd Band)
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3) Bandwidth of 2nd frequency Band
From the Table 7 for the second frequency band of the reconfigurable antenna the bandwidth is being changed with different
positions of the switches. The antenna bandwidth of the antenna can be designed to meet the requirement of any communication
system by just changing the switch positions. For second frequency band the antenna bandwidth is 133.85MHz to 188.7MHz
when the switches are at 19.75mm and 28.75MHz distance respectively from the center of the dipole. For comparison, the
bandwidth of the second frequency band is higher than that of the first frequency band.

                                                               Position of S1 and S2
                                                        from the center of dipole (mm)                 Bandwidth (MHz)

                                                                              19.75                                                             133.85

                                                                              20.75                                                             141.4

                                                                              21.75                                                             147.79

                                                                              22.75                                                             154.13

                                                                              25.75                                                             176.58

                                                                              26.75                                                             183.9

                                                                              27.75                                                             188.7

                                                                              28.75                                                             192.88

                                                      Table 8. Position of switches and Bandwidth (2nd Frequency Band)

4) Directivity of 2nd frequency Band
The directivity of 2nd frequency band is shown in Fig. 9. It is showing the polar graph of the directivity against at the different
positions of the switches. The directivity is almost same at different positions of the switches.

                                        Figure 9. Directivity values at different position of S1 and S2 (2nd Band)

5. Conclusions
A unique and different approach is implemented in which the position of switches which connect the antenna internal elements
of a reconfigurable antenna is changed and subsequently the shift in the operating frequencies for both bands is observed.
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The return loss for both bands is also improved by changing the switches position. Bandwidth for both frequency bands also
enhanced at different position of the switches. The directivity remains same for each band irrespective of the position of the
switches.

The future work for researchers is recommended to use diode switches in the place of copper tapes. In this paper the position
of switches is changed simultaneously and some more results can be extracted while changing the position of one switch and
keeping the position of second switch fixed
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